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THE STARLIKE RADIUS FOR CLASSES OF
REGULAR BOUNDED FUNCTIONS1

ROBERT W. SANDERS

Abstract. Let BQ(a) be the class of all functions / defined on |z| < 1 such

that (i)/(z) is regular, (ii) \f(z)\ < 1, (iii)/(0) = 0, (iv) 0 <|/'(0)| = a < 1.
For fixed R, a < R < I, let B0(a; R) be that subclass having nonzero zeros

at z « zk, k = 1, 2, . . . , such that IIIz^l = R. The subclass having no

nonzero zeros is designated as B0(a; 1). A sharp lower bound for

Ke[zf'(z)/f{z)] for the class B0(zz; R), a < R < 1, is obtained, and the

radius of starlikeness is found. A covering theorem for the class is also

obtained.

Introduction. Dieudonne [1, pp. 349-352] obtained the starlike radius for

the class B0(a) of functions / which are regular and bounded on the unit disc

and which are normalized by (i) /(0) = 0, (ii) f'(0) = a > 0 and (iii) \f(z)\

< 1. Here we will find the starlike radius for a subclass of B0(a). Suppose

f(z) G B0(a) has zeros at z = zk, k = 1,2, . . . , where 0 <\zk\ < 1 for all k.

For fixed R, a < R < 1, designate as B0(a; R) the subclass of functions/

such that n^jz^l = R and f(zk) = 0. For completeness the subclass having no

nonzero zeros for |z| < 1 is designated as B0(a; 1). The starlike radius will be

obtained by finding a sharp lower bound for Re[z/'(z)//(z)] on |z| = r < 1.

A covering theorem will also be given.

The following two representation theorems form the basis of the sub-

sequent analysis.

Theorem. Let f G B0(a; 1). Then, for \z\ < 1, there is defined on [-77,77] a

nondecreasing function, a(t), with a(77) — a(—77) = 1, such that

(1) f(z) = z exp! (log a) / (1 + euz){\ - e"zf' da(t)\.

Theorem. Let f G B0(a) and let {zk}, counted according to their multiplicity,

be the nonzero values where f(z) = 0. Then f is uniquely expressible in the form

(2)       /(z)=Mz)n(-^.-^i),  |z|<i,
\   \Zk\        1   _  zkZ   I

where h(z) G B0(a/R; 1) and R = H\zk\.
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The first theorem is proved by applying Herglotz's Theorem (cf. [6, p. 275])

to

F(z).(lo«[/(*)/4   z*0'
[ log a, z = 0.

The second theorem is an adaptation of the Blaschke representation

theorem(cf. [4, pp. 63-67]).

Preliminary relations. The following relations, which are used in the deriva-

tion, are interesting in themselves.

Lemma. Let {tk), 0 < tk < I, be given such that IItk = T > 0. Then

(3) o<i/r-r-2 a//*-**)-

Equality occurs only if {tk} = {T). This result is the best possible in the sense

that for any T, 0 < T < 1, there exists an admissible sequence {tk}, either finite

iwith any specified nonzero number of elements) or infinite, such that the right

side of (3) is arbitrarily small.

The inequality can be proved by mathematical induction for the finite case

and by a limit process for the infinite case. That the result is "best possible"

can be demonstrated by noting that, for any sequence {tk} having c, = T +

(9(1 - T), 0 < 9 < l,and Iif* = T,

Inequality (3) is equivalent to the following

Theorem. Let {rk), 0 < rk < 1, with Urk = R > 0 be given. For each r,

0 < r < R,

(5) o<_l-^_2_Lzi_.
() (R ~ 00 - *0       ^  ('* - 0(1 " rkr)

Equality occurs only if {rk) = (R }. This result is the best possible in the sense

of the previous Lemma.

We first expand the right side of (5) in a Taylor series. Thus, we want to

show

o<2o[-^7-^+1-2(4t-'-H •
jJ[RJ+l k\r{+x )_

We associate r[+l and Rj+X with tk and T of (3) to complete the proof. A

result similar to (4) shows (5) is best possible.

(5) can be integrated with respect to r to give

(6) Wirk - 0(1 - rkr)'l>(R - r)(l - rR)~\        0 < r < R.

The starlike radius. The starlike radius p for a class of functions is the least

upper bound of radii r of discs |z| < r that are mapped by an arbitrary

function /(z) of the class onto a domain having the property that arg/(z)
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always increases as the point/(z) moves around the boundary in the positive

direction. Since 3 [arg/(z)]/ d0 equals Re[z/'(z)//(z)], where z = r exp(z'(9),

we must find the values r for which Re[z/'(z)//(z)] > 0 on \z\ < r (cf. [2, p.

167]).
It can be shown, by means of (1), that if/ G B0(a; 1) then, for |z| < r < 1,

Re[z/'(z)//(z)] > 1 + 2r(l - r)-2(loga).

That this result is sharp can be demonstrated by the function

(7) /(z) = zexp{(log«)(l+z)(l -z)"1}.

This knowledge of B0(a; 1) can be used with the Blaschke product to give the

main result of this section.

Theorem. Let f G B0(a\ R). Then, for \z\ < r < R < 1,

(8) Re[z/'(z)//(z)] > 1 + _i^ log f - (/_(1r)^_\r) •

r/zw /-e-sw/z" is sharp.

For a given set {zk}, 0 <|Za:| = rA: < 1' such triat H/* = R > 0, let

'W-ndrrTSrr\ N      1 - zkZ I

Then, for r < g ■ 1 • b • rk, on |z| = r, we can show

r ££X0 I ^ K1 ~ ^)
(9) C[   *(*)   J Z 0* " 0(1 - V) •

Equality occurs if and only if z = re"* and zk = rke'a for all k and some real

a. We can combine (2), (5), (7), and (9) to obtain the result stated.

The radius of starlikeness p for the class is the smallest positive zero of the

right side of inequality (8). If R = 1, this value can be obtained explicitly:

p[B0(a; 1)] = 1 -loga-[(l - log a)2 - l]*

[7, pp. 1031-1032].
To consider the class B0(a), note for a < R < 1,

. 2r      , ^TJ        2r       .       a '0 ~ r2)
1 + —?loga > 1 + ^—- log - - (i? _ r)(1 _ ^

(a - r)(l - or)

Theorem. Let f G B0(a). Then, for \z\ < r < a,

Re[z/'(z)//(z)] > 1 - r(\ - a2)[(a - r)(\ - ar)]~l.

This result is sharp.

From this we note that
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p[*o(a)]=[l-(l -a2Y]/"

[1, pp. 349-352].
The following theorem shows the monotonicity of the starlike radius.

Theorem. Let a, Rx, R2, 0 < a < Rx < R2 < 1, be given. Then

p[B0ia)] < P[B0ia; /?,)] < p[B0ia; R2)].

Covering theorem. If D is a point set in the complex plane,/(z) is said to

cover D univalently in K if/ is univalent in a subregion Kx of K and/(AT,)

covers D [5, p. 374].

If/ G B0ia; 1), then, for |z| = r < 1, as a direct consequence of (1), we

obtain

r exp {(log a)-j-^ j <|/(z)| < r exp{(log a) y-=-^ J.

When this inequality is used in conjunction with the Blaschke product

representation and inequality (6), the following results:

Theorem. /// e B0ia; R), a < R < I, then the map of \z\ < 1 by w = /(z)

covers univalently the disc

\w\<piR-p)il - /?p)-1exp{(logzJ//?)(l +p)(l -p)-'},

where p = p[B0ia; R)]. This result is sharp in that no larger disc, centered at the

origin, is univalently covered by all f of the class.

The function demonstrating sharpness is

These results show that the radius of starlikeness for the class is also the

radius of univalence.
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